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American War
Focuses on one overarching controversy underlying each war in which Americans have fought, enabling students to understand the fundamental forces and disputes that have
shaped these conflicts and their impact on the nation.
American pseudo history recorded the U.S. had lost the war in Viet Nam. However, "A Vietnamese Fighter Pilot in an American War" vehemently disagrees. Most Western
journalists portrayed Ho Chi Minh as a nationalist patriot. As a former Vanguard Youth Troop in Ha Noi, North Viet Nam, who passionately sang "who loves Uncle Ho more than
us children" to praise Ho when he seized power in 1945, the author says: "Ho was a villain." This book is a truthful account of what actually happened in Viet Nam from 1945,
Dien Bien Phu in 1953 to its demise in April 1975.
Charlie Wesencraft is one the key early wargamers who through their enthusiasm, knowledge and writing helped turn miniature wargaming into a worldwide hobby. This new
book is about how to wargame the French-Indian War and the American War of Independence. The book analyses both wars and describes them battle by battle. Each
description is accompanied by a map and notes on how each encounter can be represented on the wargaming table top. The book also includes some of his previously
unpublished wargaming rules which are a development of his system from his earlier two wargaming books. This is his first new wargaming book in just under 40 years.
Sarat Chestnut is een eigenzinnig kind van zes als de Tweede Amerikaanse Burgeroorlog uitbreekt. Fossiele brandstoffen zijn verboden, de kusten van het continent zijn
verzwolgen door de stijgende zeespiegel en op drift geraakte drones zaaien dood en verderf. Wanneer de familie Chestnut in een vluchtelingenkamp gaat wonen, verandert
Sarat in een jong meisje vol woede. Ze neemt een besluit dat dramatische consequenties heeft, niet alleen voor haar en haar familie, maar voor het hele land.
Establishing New Mexico as a U.S. territory was anything but bloodless. The Mexican-American War brought ferocious battles, brutal sieges, guerrilla warfare and scorched earth
tactics. More than three hundred Mexican and American forces were killed or wounded in a single battle near Santa Fe. During the Taos Revolt, Governor Charles Bent was
scalped and murdered in his home, and American forces fired cannons into a church where Pueblos and Mexicans sought refuge. Soldiers destroyed entire villages like Los
Valles, killing or forcing residents to flee. Author Ray John de Aragón recounts these and other dramatic stories behind the birth of the Land of Enchantment.
The paper focuses on the following questions concerning the Spanish-American War (SP WAR) : What were the causes of the SP War? What strategic principles were applied in the SP War?
What influence did the strategic thinkers of the day have on the SP War? What was the state of readiness of the combatants? What was the effect of disparate technologies that were used in
the SP War? What was the nature of the ground campaign? What effect did naval forces have on the strategic aspects of the war? To what extent did the American ground and naval forces
cooperate operationally; and why was it necessary for them to do so? How were IVjoint operations% coordinated? What was the command structure? Was there anything in the command
structure that resembled our modern concept of joint command? Was there any "unity of command" principle applied? What were the strategic implications of the outcome of the war? What
effect did the SP War have on attempts to improve future readiness of American forces?
This 2005 book explores the evolution of Americans' first way of war, to show how war waged against Indian noncombatant population and agricultural resources became the method early
Americans employed and, ultimately, defined their military heritage. The sanguinary story of the American conquest of the Indian peoples east of the Mississippi River helps demonstrate how
early Americans embraced warfare shaped by extravagant violence and focused on conquest. Grenier provides a major revision in understanding the place of warfare directed on
noncombatants in the American military tradition, and his conclusions are relevant to understand US 'special operations' in the War on Terror.
In this history book, your sixth grader will be soaking in important facts about the Mexican American War from 1846 to 1848. It is important to know the reasons for wars to avoid them from
happening again today or in the future. Also discussed in the following pages are details on surrender and treaties. Make history a fun learning experience. Grab a copy of this book today!
On t.p.: Adapted from American Military History . . . Discusses the development of the Army, its leaders, U.S. military actions, battles, and tactics.
Addressing the ever-changing, overlapping trajectories of war and journalism, this introduction to the history and culture of modern American war correspondence considers a wealth of original
archival material. In powerful analyses of letters, diaries, journals, television news archives, and secondary literature related to the U.S.'s major military conflicts of the twentieth century, Mary
S. Mander highlights the intricate relationship of the postmodern nation state to the free press and to the public. Pen and Sword: American War Correspondents, 1898-1975 situates war
correspondence within the larger framework of the history of the printing press to make perceptive new points about the nature of journalism and censorship, the institution of the press as a
source of organized dissent, and the relationship between the press and the military. Fostering a deeper understanding of the occupational culture of war correspondents who have
accompanied soldiers into battle, Mander offers interpretive analysis of the reporters' search for meaning while embedded with troops in war-torn territories. Broadly encompassing the history
of Western civilization and modern warfare, Pen and Sword prompts new ways of thinking about contemporary military conflicts and the future of journalism.
In this anthology, Vietnamese writers describe their experience of what they call the American War and its lasting legacy through the lens of their own vital artistic visions. A North Vietnamese soldier forms a
bond with an abandoned puppy. Cousins find their lives upended by the revelation that their fathers fought on opposite sides of the war. Two lonely veterans in Hanoi meet years after the war has ended
through a newspaper dating service. A psychic assists the search for the body of a long-vanished soldier. The father of a girl suffering from dioxin poisoning struggles with corrupt local officials. The twenty
short stories collected in Other Moons range from the intensely personal to narratives that deal with larger questions of remembrance, trauma, and healing. By a diverse set of authors, including many
veterans, they span styles from social realism to tales of the fantastic. Yet whether describing the effects of Agent Orange exposure or telling ghost stories, all speak to the unresolved legacy of a conflict that
still haunts Vietnam. Among the most widely anthologized and popular pieces of short fiction about the war in Vietnam, these works appear here for the first time in English. Other Moons offers Anglophone
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audiences an unparalleled opportunity to experience how the Vietnamese think and write about the conflict that consumed their country from 1954 to 1975—a perspective still largely missing from American
narratives.
Illustrations of American "Military and civilian insignia" on lining-papers.
Tijdens de Koreaanse Oorlog sneuvelden per vierkante meter meer soldaten dan tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog. Toch noemt men deze oorlog vaak 'de vergeten oorlog' omdat hij in de schaduw stond van
WO II en de Vietnamoorlog. De oorlog in Korea spleet het schiereiland in twee delen die tot op de dag van vandaag officieel in oorlog met elkaar verkeren, met grote internationale spanningen tot gevolg. De
Koreaanse Oorlog neemt ons mee naar dit bloedige conflict dat de Zuid-Koreaanse onafhankelijkheid na de communistische invasie in 1950 moest herstellen. Aan de hand van persoonlijke interviews met
meer dan 200 veteranen - inclusief Chinese - brengt Max Hastings de verhalen van de officieren en soldaten van deze strijd tot leven. Daarmee schetst hij niet alleen een waarachtig beeld van de oorlog,
maar laat hij ook zien wat we hadden kunnen leren van deze oorlog, als prelude op de Vietnamoorlog.
Bern, Berlin, Bruxelles, Frankfurt/M., New York, Wien. This book consists of ten essays focussing on reactions in different parts of Europe to the Spanish-American War of 1898. Largely, the concentration is
on the work of journalists, publicists, politicians and other self-conscious framers of public opinion. An attempt is also made to discover how such people gained their information on the War, and then tried to
place it in their existing perceptions of the United States. Contents: Nico A. Bootsma: Reactions to the Spanish-American War in the Netherlands and in the Dutch East Indies - Sylvia L. Hilton: The United
States through Spanish Republican Eyes in the Colonial Crisis of 1895-1898 - Markus M. Hugo: 'Uncle Sam I Cannot Stand, for Spain I have No Sympathy': An Analysis of Discourse about the SpanishAmerican War in Imperial Germany, 1898-1899 - Steve J.S. Ickringill: Silence and Celebration: Ulster, William McKinley and the Spanish-American War - Ludmila N. Popkova: Russian Press Coverage of
American Intervention in the Spanish-Cuban War - Serge Ricard: The French Press and Brother Jonathan: Editorializing the Spanish-American Conflict - Augustin R. Rodriguez: Portugal and the Spanish
Colonial Crisis of 1898 - Daniela Rossini: The American Peril: Italian Catholics and the Spanish-American War, 1898 - Nicole Slupetzky: Austria and the Spanish-American War - Joseph Smith: British War
Correspondents and the Spanish-American War, April-July 1898.
Violent, destructive, and murderous like nothing before or since, the world wars mobilized entire societies to support the war effort. Propaganda, censorship, security demands, and military control of press
credentialing pressured the media in new and novel ways. Blacks and women became war correspondents in numbers for the first time, while live radio broadcasts and combat film and photography enabled
newsmen to report the heroism, tragedy and violence of war in new, more visceral, ways.

War and violence have arguably been some of the strongest influences on literature, but the relation is complex: more than just a subject for story-telling, war tends to reshape literature and
culture. Modern war literature necessarily engages with national ideologies, and this volume looks at the specificity of how American literature deals with the emotional, intellectual, social,
political, and economic contradictions that evolve into and out of war. Raising questions about how American ideals of independence and gender affect representations of war while also
considering how specifically American experiences of race and class interweave with representations of combat, this book is a rich and coherent introduction to these texts and critical debates.
In mid-1967, the North Vietnam leadership had started planning an offensive intended to win the war in a single stroke. Part military action and part popular uprising, the effort included attacks
across South Vietnam, but the most dramatic and successful would be the capture of Hu?, the country's intellectual and cultural capital. At 2:30 a.m. on January 31, the first day of the Lunar
New Year (called Tet), ten thousand National Liberation Front troops descended from hidden camps and -- led by locals like eighteen-year-old village girl and Viet Cong member Che Thi Mung
-- surged across the city of 140,000. By morning, all of Hu? was in Front hands save for two small military outposts. The American commanders in country and politicians in Washington
refused to believe the size and scope of the Front's presence. Captain Chuck Meadows was ordered to lead his 160-marine Golf Company in the first attempt to reenter Hu? later that day.
Facing thousands of entrenched enemy troops, he reported: "We are outgunned and outmanned." After several futile and deadly days, Lieutenant Colonel Ernie Cheatham would finally come
up with a strategy to retake the city, block by block and building by building, in some of the most intense urban combat since World War II. With unprecedented access to war archives in the
United States and Vietnam and interviews with participants from both sides, Bowden narrates each stage of this crucial battle through multiple points of view. Played out over twenty-four days
of terrible fighting and ultimately costing more than ten thousand combatant and civilian lives, the Battle of Hue was by far the bloodiest of the entire war. When it ended, the American debate
over the war was never again about winning, only about how to leave.
The Mexican-American War was the nation's first war of westward expansion, the reporting of which was greatly affected by the emergence of the telegraph and military censorship of news
from the war zone.
This lavishly illustrated, visually stimulating, and easy-to-read ebook explores one of the most important periods of Western history - the American War of Independence. Stand shoulder to
shoulder with the patriot armies, as the first salvos of rebellion fire on Lexington Green in 1775. Follow this gripping story as George Washington leads his militia through eight years of twists
and turns to throw off British rule and create an independent United States of America. American War of Independence sets out key events from the Boston Tea Party to the Declaration of
Independence. Also included are battles such as Bunker Hill, Saratoga, and Chesapeake, and finally the American victory at Yorktown and the historic Treaty of Paris in 1783. Fascinating
contemporary accounts from soldiers on both sides bring the war to life, and in depth profiles of key players from King George III to Thomas Jefferson give balance and context. This
indispensable volume also discusses political ideas at the time, and describes how war was conducted. It highlights each side's weaponry and uniforms, treatment of the wounded and
prisoners, involvement of the French and other nations, and even the duplicity of double agents such as Benedict Arnold. Includes contemporary accounts and documents, American War of
Independence is a unique visual narrative of a pivotal turning point in world history.
Describes the causes and the events of the Spanish-American War and how it led to the involvement of the United States in the Philippine Insurrection and the Boxer Rebellion.
Winner of the Bolton-Johnson Prize Winner of the Utley Prize Winner of the Distinguished Book Award, Society for Military History “The Dead March incorporates the work of Mexican historians...in a story
that involves far more than military strategy, diplomatic maneuvering, and American political intrigue...Studded with arresting insights and convincing observations.” —James Oakes, New York Review of
Books “Superb...A remarkable achievement, by far the best general account of the war now available. It is critical, insightful, and rooted in a wealth of archival sources; it brings far more of the Mexican
experience than any other work...and it clearly demonstrates the social and cultural dynamics that shaped Mexican and American politics and military force.” —Journal of American History It has long been
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held that the United States emerged victorious from the Mexican–American War because its democratic system was more stable and its citizens more loyal. But this award-winning history shows that
Americans dramatically underestimated the strength of Mexican patriotism and failed to see how bitterly Mexicans resented their claims to national and racial superiority. Their fierce resistance surprised US
leaders, who had expected a quick victory with few casualties. By focusing on how ordinary soldiers and civilians in both countries understood and experienced the conflict, The Dead March offers a clearer
picture of the brief, bloody war that redrew the map of North America.
"Based on plans and studies drawn from a variety of archival sources, this volume describes the origin and evolution of the various plans and places them within the context of the United States' foreign and
military policies."--BOOK JACKET.
Tells how at the height of the American War of Independence the British seized a tiny Caribbean island called St Eustatius. A free port under the Dutch flag, it had achieved notoriety and for the British, an
intolerable nuisance value for its thriving trade in arms for Washington's armies.
A comprehensive overview of the Spanish-American War, including biographies and full or excerpted memoirs, speeches, and other source documents.
In the first comprehensive study of African American war literature, Jennifer James analyzes fiction, poetry, autobiography, and histories about the major wars waged before the desegregation of the U.S.
military in 1948. Examining literature about the Civil War, the Spanish-American Wars, World War I, and World War II, James introduces a range of rare and understudied texts by writers such as Victor Daly,
F. Grant Gilmore, William Gardner Smith, and Susie King Taylor. She argues that works by these as well as canonical writers such as William Wells Brown, Paul Laurence Dunbar, and Gwendolyn Brooks
mark a distinctive contribution to African American letters. In establishing African American war literature as a long-standing literary genre in its own right, James also considers the ways in which this writing,
centered as it is on moments of national crisis, complicated debates about black identity and African Americans' claims to citizenship. In a provocative assessment, James argues that the very ambivalence
over the use of violence as a political instrument defines African American war writing and creates a compelling, contradictory body of literature that defies easy summary.
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